State of Florida  
Education Practices Commission  
Teacher Hearing Panel Agenda  
October 9, 2019  
Embassy Suites  
1100 Southeast 17th Street Causeway  
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316  
(954) 527-2700  
10:00 AM

THE MEETING IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

The following members of the Education Practices Commission shall constitute the Teacher Hearing Panel and shall take final agency action in matters dealing with the disciplining of teachers.

Ann Copenhaver - Presiding Officer  
Jared Barr - Co-Presiding Officer  
Cindi Walker  
Michelle Swint  
Jillian Rose

Legal Advisor: Senior Assistant Attorney General, Lawrence Harris

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL

INFORMAL

1. Pam Stewart vs. Mario Martinez De Castro  
   EPC#: 19-0180-RT  
   PPS#: 167-1545  
   DOE: 731543  
   Whitelock/Herdman  
   Miami-Dade

2. Richard Corcoran vs. Samantha Schrader  
   EPC#: 19-0198-TC  
   PPS#: 178-2274  
   DOE: 1121753  
   Tomlinson/Pro Se  
   Marion

SETTLEMENT
3. Richard Corcoran vs. Carol Dalzell-Brady  
   EPC#: 19-0212-RT  PPS#: 178-2493  DOE: 718808  
   Dunn/Kazouris  
   Miami-Dade

4. Richard Corcoran vs. Rory Kaufman  
   EPC#: 19-0182-RT  PPS#: 178-2061  DOE: 640664  
   Wilmot/Herdman  
   Miami-Dade

5. Richard Corcoran vs. Lisa Lugo  
   EPC#: 19-0183-RT  PPS#: 178-1906  DOE: 1303009  
   Wilmot/Herdman  
   Pinellas

6. Richard Corcoran vs. Melanie Shotton  
   EPC#: 19-0221-RT  PPS#: 178-3001  DOE: 781465  
   Tomlinson/Buxton  
   Volusia

7. Richard Corcoran vs. Teresa Sutton  
   EPC#: 19-0222-RT  PPS#: 178-1221  DOE: 1175040  
   Weaver/Pro Se  
   Brevard

8. Richard Corcoran vs. David Brannan  
   EPC#: 19-0184-RT  PPS#: 178-1882  DOE: 635978  
   Wilmot/Pro Se  
   Palm Beach

9. Pam Stewart vs. Herbert Nowak  
   EPC#: 19-0188-RT  PPS#: 167-3359  DOE: 1246632  
   Tomlinson/Pro Se  
   Orange

10. Pam Stewart vs. Jason Perry  
    EPC#: 19-0203-RT  PPS#: 167-3207  DOE: 1099999  
    Wilmot/Pro Se  
    Duval